Welcome to The Societal Benefits of Copper webinar series.

This session will be recorded.

To ensure the best audio possible, kindly mute your phone lines when not speaking.

Thank you.
The Societal Benefits of Copper webinar series

Copper’s role in Human Health
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Anti-Trust Guidelines – Amy D’Agostino, Esq. Chadbourne & Parke LLP

The Societal Benefits of Copper campaign—Steve Kukoda

Copper’s Role in Human Health—Ruth Danzeisen

Question and Answers
The following guidelines with respect to compliance with antitrust laws of the United States, Japan and European Community are intended to govern the conduct of participants in copper industry trade association meetings, both at the meeting itself and in informal discussions before or after the formal meeting.

Price. Competitors should not discuss future prices (including terms of sale) of their products. There is no blanket prohibition against the mention of or reference to current or past prices but limits must be observed. Such references or mentions should occur only when necessary in connection with the development of association programs. For example, reference to a particular price level in comparing the cost of a copper product to a competing product is permitted. Whenever possible, such references should be discussed in advance with legal counsel.

Competitive Information. Competitors should not discuss the market share of a particular copper producer or copper fabricator’s products. Furthermore, nothing should be said at a meeting which could be interpreted as suggesting prearranged market shares for such products or producer production levels. The overall market share of copper products may be discussed with regard to competition with non-copper products and general market acceptance.

New Products. Competitors should not encourage or discourage the introduction of a new product by another competitor or reveal a particular copper company’s plans to change the production rate of an existing product or to introduce a new product. No company should disclose to another company whether it is in a position to make or market a new product. New products may be discussed in a technical manner or from the standpoints of competition with non-copper products and general market acceptance. In addition, proposed methods for and results of field and laboratory testing can be considered.

The Role of Legal Counsel. Legal counsel attends association meetings to advise association staff and other meeting attendees regarding the antitrust laws and to see that none of the matters discussed or materials distributed raise even the appearance of antitrust improprieties. During the course of a meeting, if counsel believes that the discussion is turning to a sensitive or inappropriate subject, counsel will express that belief and request that the attendees return the discussion to a less sensitive area.

A paper entitled “Copper Industry Trade Associations and the Antitrust Laws” is available upon request.
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Introduction

At no other time in ICA’s history have we better understood how important copper is to addressing many of man’s greatest challenges.

At no other time in ICA’s history have we had such strong and positive messages about copper and its benefits to society.
Societal concerns

• Food supply
• Public health
• Climate change, CO$_2$ reduction
• Responsible use of energy, alternative energy
• World electrification
• Green building
• Air quality
Societal concerns

Question
• What do all of these issues have in common?

Answer
• Copper is uniquely able to make a positive contribution to all of them
• No other material can do the same
• And, we have the communications messages to prove it
Societal concerns

Sustainable Development (SD)

- On the minds of governments, companies, people

- Another unique advantage for copper:
  - Other materials need to communicate on the actual sustainability of the material
  - With copper we can communicate that copper makes the things that contain it more sustainable
Societal Benefits of Copper

- Develop and disseminate positive messages about copper’s role in addressing sustainable development concerns to the benefit of society

- Yes, we have the messages … but these messages belong not just to the ICA but to ICA’s members

Top-level Goals

- Reposition copper as a *material* that addresses sustainable development concerns

- Reposition the *copper industry* as a key contributor to addressing many of society’s greatest challenges
Societal Benefits of Copper

• New issue once every two months
  • Stand-alone communications tools (Executive Summary, Fact Sheet, Press Release, Case Studies, Q&A, etc.)
• For each issue, webinar led by relevant ICA initiative/project leader
• Communications personnel within copper industry companies
• Use these messages, where appropriate
  • Internal and external audiences
  • Online, print, conferences, etc.
• Members have requested program expansion
  • Regional/local members
  • Other industry organizations
  • Non-industry organizations
Launch of campaign: June 2011

2011 Campaign

• Aquaculture: Copper’s role in addressing food supply concerns
• Public Health: A positive impact on infection control (Antimicrobial Copper®)
• Sustainable Energy: A positive impact on climate change and CO₂ reduction

2012

• Renewable Energy: Energy and CO₂ reduction
• Human Health: Copper is fundamental

Upcoming topics

• Energy Access (World Electrification), Technology, Earthquake Dissipation, Air Quality, Water Quality, Green Building and much more
Copper’s Role in Human Health

Ruth Danzeisen – ICA Health, Environment and Sustainable Development Program, Assistant Director-Human Health
Webinar, 04.05.12
We need copper …

… to “run” our lives: in our cars, phones, or homes \(^1\)
… also as natural part of our body \(^2\)
… at all stages of life \(^2\)

Copper cannot be made in the body \(^2\)

Copper needs to be obtained from what we eat \(^2\)

Copper is “essential” \(^2\)

---

\(^1\) International_Copper_Association. [http://copperalliance.org/](http://copperalliance.org/)

Copper—needed for life as we know it 1, 2, 3

We need copper ...

... even before we are born:

“During pregnancy, the developing fetus needs copper. Copper is a central part of many biological processes. It is important to brain development, skin structure, and muscle function.”

Prof. Harry J. McArdle
Deputy Director, Rowett Institute of Nutrition and Health, University of Aberdeen, UK

We need copper …

… to develop our brain during fetal and post-natal growth ¹

… for the maintenance of brain health throughout life ²

… for effective anti-oxidative defense in the brain throughout life ³


We need copper …

… for the efficient communication between our nerve cells throughout life ¹, ²


We need copper ...

... for the maintenance of healthy skin

... for the stability of our connective tissue (the substance, that binds different parts of the body to another)


We need copper …

… for the structural integrity and function of heart and blood vessels ¹

… for the growth of new blood vessels ²

… for proper structure and function of circulating blood cells ³


We need copper …

… for the formation of the cells of our immune system (white blood cells)

… for a healthy and effective immune response

We need copper …

… for wound healing


We need copper…

… to generate and store energy in the power plants of our cells, the mitochondria


Copper deficiency—a problem?

“While the essentiality of copper is well established, numerous dietary survey studies suggest that many humans consume diets that just barely provide the recommended intakes of this essential nutrient, while the diets of many fall short of current recommended intakes”

Prof. Carl Keen, Dept. of Nutrition & Internal Medicine, University of California, Davis

Copper deficiency—a problem?

World Health Organization (WHO):

People worldwide are at greater risk of adverse health effects from copper deficiency than from excess copper.

Copper: Essentiality and Toxicity. IPCS News—The Newsletter of the International Programme on Chemical Safety December 1996
“Poison is in everything, and no thing is without poison. The dosage makes it either a poison or a remedy.”

**Paracelsus** (1493 – 1541)
born Philippus Aureolus Theophrastus Bombastus von Hohenheim was a German-Swiss Renaissance genius physician and scientist. Many of his ground-breaking advances in the field of medicine are relevant to this day.

See also [www.wikipedia.org/paracelsus](http://www.wikipedia.org/paracelsus)
Copper deficiency—a problem?

“Copper deficiency can occur in obese patients who have undergone surgery of the gut, such as gastric bypass bariatric surgery, because the absorption of copper in the upper part of the gut is greatly reduced.

“In many cases, copper deficiency goes untreated because patients and their doctors do not recognize the problem.

“Over the long term, copper deficiency can lead to permanent damage to muscles and nerves, and even to paralysis.”

Dr. Nana Gletsu Miller,
Dept. of Nutrition Science
Purdue University

For healthy individuals, a varied healthy diet is sufficient to ensure adequate copper supply.

Copper sources

Even better …

How much?

1.3 mg Cu/day

1 mg Cu/day

0.9 mg Cu/day

0.9 mg Cu/day

0.7 – 0.89 mg Cu/day

0.2 – 0.22 mg Cu/day

0.34 mg Cu/day

Thank you

For more information please contact

ruth.danzeisen@copperalliance.org

michael.hennelly@copperalliance.org